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FOREWORD 

Each year thousands of mariners lose their lives at sea and billions of dollars are 
lost to illegal, unregulated, and unreported fishing. Accordingly two significant 
challenges faced by modern coastal states are the need to ensure maritime 
safety in their areas of interest as well as the need to be able to monitor and 
manage fishing activity within their EEZ and beyond. These dual goals have lead 
to a demand for an affordable wide area large population vessel tracking 
solution which also incorporates maritime safety capabilities. 

It was these dual demands that brought exactEarth – the global leader in satellite AIS - and SRT- 
the global leader in AIS transceivers- together with the goal of developing an AIS-based solution 
to this important global requirement. The result of this historic collaboration is a technology 
called ABSEA which allows specially modified AIS Class B transceivers to be tracked reliably via 
satellite over global maritime areas. This product then combines all of the important attributes 
and global standards of AIS related to vessel safety together with the ability to now track vessels 
so equipped wherever they may be.  

The extensive trial activity being conducted in South Africa under the OASIS project described 
herein is a very important step in the validation and introduction of this exciting new capability. 
The work here to deploy this product in a real world environment and to get critical feedback 
from a range of actual users who face these real world issues is invaluable as a major step in the 
market introduction process for this exciting new capability. 

We would sincerely like to thank SAMSA for their support and feedback related to the project 
and to UKSA for providing the funding and oversight for this important activity. We also look 
forward to taking this activity to the next level as an operational capability in South Africa and to 
thereby make a meaningful contribution to the improvement of maritime safety and the ability 
of coastal states to manage their fish stocks and fishing activity. 

Peter Mabson 

Chief Executive Officer, exactEarth Ltd. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Purpose and Scope 

This document is an executive summary of the final report for the UK Space Agency 
‘International Partnership Space Programme’ (IPSP) project ‘sOuth Africa Safety Initiative for 
Small vessels’ (OASIS). 

The aim of this executive summary is to support the wider dissemination of the project’s 
objectives, methodology, results and conclusions.  

1.2 Contents 

This report is structured as follows: 

 Chapter 2: provides an overview of small vessel maritime safety in South Africa 

 Chapter 3: describes exactEarth and SRT’s Small Vessel Satellite Tracking Service 

 Chapter 4: describes the OASIS project with respect to team, objectives, work plan, etc. 

 Chapter 5: presents a summary the project’s results 

 Chapter 6: presents the project’s main conclusions.  

 Annexes: 

- A: Acronyms and Abbreviations 

- B: SRT ‘Identifier’ Product Sheet. 
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2 Small Vessel Safety in South Africa 

2.1 Introduction 

A key aspect of SAMSA's mandate is to ensure safety of life and property at sea, as well as 
administering South Africa's ‘Merchant Shipping (National Small Vessel Safety) Regulation’. As 
such, SAMSA has a primary responsibility to enforce technical and operational standards for all 
shipping operations in South African waters and to promote responsible operations in terms of 
seaworthiness, safety and pollution prevention. 

This is an umbrella responsibility across all sectors of South African shipping operations - e.g. 
large commercial shipping, leisure, fisheries, small work boats, transport, public services, etc., 
even though individual shipping sectors may be additionally controlled by their own specific 
government departments / agencies (e.g. fisheries). Small vessel safety, due to the numbers and 
nature of ships / boats this covers, is of particular importance to SAMSA. 

Three of the sectors particularly concerning SAMSA with respect to small vessel safety are 
fisheries, leisure marine and work boats. SAMSA are therefore interested in 
technologies/services that can promote / improve maritime safety within these sectors. This 
interest is in partnership with related government departments, e.g. the Department of 
Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries (DAFF). 

2.2 Safety of Small Vessels 

SAMSA’s ‘Centre for Boating’ is responsible for carrying out the mandate delegated to SAMSA by 
the Merchant Shipping Act in as far as it applies to small vessels in South Africa. Its key focus is 
the implementation of the Merchant Shipping (National Small Vessel Safety) Regulations 2007, 
with responsibility extending to inland vessels as well as coastal and ocean waters. 

World-wide, small fishing vessels and small commercial ships/work boats account for the 
majority of accidents occurring at sea and South Africa is no different. South African waters - 
especially off the Cape coast - are notorious for stormy weather, making it one of the most 
treacherous sea areas in the world. The graph below shows the types of vessel involved in 
marine incidents at various South African reporting ports between 1998 and 2011. 

 

Figure 1: Types of Vessels Involved In Shipping Incidents in South African Waters (1998-2011)1
  

                                                      
1
 Courtesy of “Shipping Accidents Along The South African Coastline”, K.M Earns, J. Olivier and M. Jordan, 
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As shown in Figure 1, the vast majority of the accidents involved fishing boats and small vessels. 
This outcome is not unexpected in view of the number of such vessels compared to that of larger 
vessels visiting South African ports. A high number of fishing boat accidents often involve 
capsize, sinking or groundings, as sadly illustrated in Figure 2 below.  

 

Figure 2: From www.timeslive.co.za, March 2016 

This too, is unfortunately not unexpected in view of the pressure on fishermen to earn an 
income from their daily catch, and may also contribute to the high number of fishing boat 
accidents. Due to economic pressures, resulting from relatively small fishing 
concessions/permits/quotas and the seasonal occurrence of fish, fisherman have to put out to 
sea despite warnings of poor weather. Moreover, the smaller fishing boats are often poorly 
maintained and typically lack navigational and safety equipment.  

In South Africa, small vessels of all types are governed by the 2007 regulations and as such all 
small vessels must meet the safety requirements therein defined. However, the precise nature of 
these depend on the vessel as well as where it will be operated. In addition, whilst the 
regulations mandate that the owner and skipper must ensure that “there is left behind the 
intended place or places and expected times of arrival/departure”, and some classes must carry a 
VHF radio, EPIRB and RADAR reflector, there is no mandatory requirement for any sort of 
automated tracking system to be employed. 

Many small vessels operate close to shore or in harbour, but a significant proportion do sail in 
both coastal and ocean waters. Whether for fishing or commercial work, the nature of this type 
of ship often means that owners/operators are individuals or small companies and cannot easily 

                                                                                                                                                                            

Department Of Environmental Sciences, University Of South Africa. 

http://www.timeslive.co.za/
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afford standard on-board tracking technology. SAMSA is aware of this, but has currently held off 
mandating carriage of AIS transponders for these vessels, although some voluntarily do carry 
Class B ‘Automatic Identification System’ (AIS) transceivers.  

2.3 Small Vessel Tracking to Improve Search and Rescue (SAR) 

As illustrated below in Figure 3 and Figure 4, the geography of South Africa’s ‘exclusive economic 
zone’ (EEZ) through the inclusion of Prince Edward Island and areas of continental shelf means 
that SAMSA’s area of maritime interest and responsibility is extensive - South Africa’s EEZ covers 
an area of 1.5 million Km2, its continental shelf area a further 880 thousand Km2, and its SAR area 
extends over 17.2 million Km2..  

 

Figure 3: SAMSA’s Maritime Regions 
(Courtesy of: SANGP 100, Maritime Doctrine for the SA Navy, 2006) 

 

Figure 4: South Africa’s Search and Rescue Maritime Region 
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As such, and as stated in Section 2.2 above, SAMSA is keen to mandate tracking systems to be 
used by small vessels to aid in more efficient search and rescue efforts; at the very least, SAMSA 
can get a last reported location of the vessel, and perhaps its course. This will help direct 
helicopter and/or rescue boats to the last known location – something that often the authorities 
do not know if the distress report they receive just says ‘they have not returned home’. 
However, any such tracking system from SAMSA’s perspective needs to: 

 be easily affordable across the range of boat operators 

 be simple to install and operate 

 operate seamlessly in any part of its waters - coastal or ocean 

 provide tracking data that be easily integrated into SAMSA’s existing monitoring systems. 
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3 exactEarth’s Small Vessel Tracking System 

3.1 Setting the Scene - Satellite AIS  

As illustrated below, ‘Automatic Identification System’ (AIS), through both satellite (SAT-AIS) and 
terrestrial (TER-AIS) components, provides global maritime asset position tracking (i.e. ships, aids 
to navigation, etc.).  

 

Figure 5: Satellite and Terrestrial AIS 

As a minimum the ‘International Maritime Organisation’ (IMO) requires a ‘Class A’ AIS 
transceiver to be fitted aboard all ships of 300 gross tonnage and upwards engaged on 
international voyages, cargo ships of 500 gross tonnage and upwards not engaged on 
international voyages and all passenger ships irrespective of size. Since 2006 a ‘Class B’ AIS 
transceiver variant (lower power, reduced reporting/messaging capability) has been available for 
use on smaller ships, including leisure boats. Nominally the use of a Class B device is voluntary, 
but, increasingly, governments and regional authorities are mandating the use of Class B 
transceivers for certain sectors of their maritime communities (e.g. fishing vessels, commercial 
boats on inland waterways, etc.). However, due to the lower transmitting power, the detection 
of standard Class B AIS transmissions is much less guaranteed from space. 

Both Class A and Class B transceivers transmit a range of standard message types with the 
transmission being free-to-air via VHF radio. The main message types contain details on a 
vessel’s current position as well as other information such as course, speed and destination. 

3.2 Setting the Scene – exactEarth’s Satellite Constellation 

Currently, exactEarth operates nine low-earth orbit (LEO) satellites in what is termed 
exactEarth’s ‘generaton-1’ system. Two more generation-1 satellites will be launched in mid-
2016, bringing the total to eleven. Ten of these satellites are/will be in polar orbits and one in an 
equatorial orbit. Each satellite has an AIS receiver on-board, each with a nominal footprint 
(swath) on the earth’s surface of ~5,000 Km – see Figure 6. 
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Figure 6: Snapshot of exactEarth’s Generation-1 Satellite Constellation 

This constellation has an average global latency average < 30 minutes and global revisit average 
<1 hour2. 

However, exactEarth is beginning the deployment of its 2nd generation constellation (‘exactView 
RT’ - see Figure 7), which will consist of 58 high performance space-based AIS assets.  This system 
is expected to bring update rates down below 1 minute and average latency to less than 1 
minute.  Launches will start in the summer of 2016 and be completed by the end of 2017.   

 

Figure 7: Snapshot of exactEarth’s exactView RT Satellite Constellation 

                                                      
2
 This will be significantly lower in higher latitudes due to the nature of polar-orbiting satellites. 
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3.3 Setting the Scene - ABSEA 

exactEarth (eE) is the global market leader in providing satellite AIS (SAT-AIS) data for the 
maritime surveillance community. Unlike its competitors, who process received transmission on-
board their satellites (OBP), eE provides superior detection through spectrum de-collision 
processing (SDP) of the raw AIS signal data received by its spacecraft and downlinked to its 
processing centres. This allows eE to additionally offer enhanced value added services and 
products, as well as superior ship tracking services. 

Mindful of the issues of tracking Class B devices from space (and given that eE recognise the 
huge potential in the use of Class B by smaller vessels), eE has further leveraged its spectrum 
processing by investing heavily in developing ‘Advanced Class B Satellite Enabled AIS’ (ABSEA), to 
enable affordable small vessel tracking – see Figure 8 below. This has been done in partnership 
with SRT Marine Technology (SRT), a UK manufacturer of AIS transceivers. 
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Figure 8: ABSEA Concept 
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ABSEA recognises that small vessels may not have the necessary shipboard power infrastructure 
to support current standard AIS devices (A or B) and the numbers of small vessels that spend a 
considerable amount of time outside of terrestrial AIS coverage make “traditional” satellite 
tracking solutions prohibitively expensive (e.g. VMS for fisheries, ISatM2M, Inmarsat, Orbcomm, 
etc.).  

As such ABSEA is a special embedded technology that, based on eE and SRT’s combined 
resources and decades of radio communications development capability, enables a dramatic 
performance improvement in AIS message detection while still allowing transceivers to operate 
within the AIS standards. So when embedded on standard low-powered AIS transceivers, ABSEA 
enables Class B transmissions to be consistently received by existing exactEarth satellites. 

ABSEA track reports are converted into standard AIS Class B position reports to maintain 
compatibility and allow full integration with existing maritime domain awareness tools.  

 

Figure 9: ABSEA Small Vessel Detection 

3.4 Setting the Scene – the ‘Identifier’ 

ABSEA has been developed by eE and SRT to currently operate on SRT’s low-powered ‘Identifier’ 
Class B AIS transponder. This is a cost effective battery operated transponder, which can be 
easily fitted, via a tamper-proof cradle, to any ship or boat, and requires no other cabling or 
equipment to be installed3. 

                                                      
3
 While currently the Identifier is the only ABSEA-enabled AIS transponder available, SRT and exactEarth are 

planning to also enable ABSEA on other Class B devices.  
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Figure 10: The Identifier Class B Transponder 

3.4.1 Identifier Geofence 

An Identifier may be programmed with a ‘geofence’ area which can be used to control the 
behaviour of the Identifier or alert the user and authorities when inside or outside of the 
geofence. The geofence is defined by a closed polygon with up to 255 points and can support an 
Identifier to: 

 Transmit an alert4 alongside regular position reports when either inside or outside of the 
geofence area. For example, the area could be used to define a prohibited area within 
which vessels are not permitted to operate (in which case an alert is sent), or the area 
could be used to define the operating area of a vessel with an alert generated should the 
vessel leave the area. 

 Cease transmission when either inside or outside of the area. This feature can be used to 
control operation of the Identifier within an EEZ or similar region. 

 Enable satellite transmission of message reports when outside the geofence. This is 
useful if coastal AIS coverage is well known and can be demarcated. 

3.4.2 Identifier Power 

When transmitting satellite and terrestrial messages, the battery will last 2-3 days before 
needing recharging; if operating in terrestrial transmission mode only, the battery should last 
more than 5 days.  However, a ‘power box’ option is available for those small vessels that do 
have on-board power (12/24 Volt) – see Figure 11 (on the right, an actual installation on board a 
boat operating out of Mossel Bay is shown).  

                                                      
4
 Alerts are indicated by a bit setting in the Message 18 transmitted – full details are given in the user manual for 

the Identifier. 
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Figure 11: Optional Power Box for the Identifier 

As a low-powered Class B transponder with respect to its standard terrestrial AIS transmissions, 
nominal detection range from base stations and other ships equipped with an AIS transceiver is 
up to 20 nautical miles depending on environmental conditions and installation5. However, in 
terms of satellite detection, an Identifier’s satellite transmission can be detected in space 
irrespective of whether a ship is in-shore or in open-ocean. 

3.4.3 Identifier SOS 

The Identifier’s SOS function is activated by pressing and holding the SOS button on either the 
power supply box or the Identifier itself for a minimum of five seconds. When activated, the 
Identifier will transmit an AIS Safety Related Message (Message 14), repeated every minute 
while the function is active. 

The default message for this alert is “MAYDAY MAYDAY” however this can be changed as 
required via the Identifier’s configuration tool. The Message 14 transmitted will be detectable by 
standard coastal base stations, other nearby vessels and also via satellite. 

3.4.4 ABSEA Track History 

The reception of AIS signals by satellite is a complex RF issue, with many factors contributing to 
its complexity, e.g.: 

 The ‘noise floor’ in the satellite receiver’s footprint, i.e. transmissions from other sources 
on AIS / ASM frequencies, which can include terrestrial VHF transmissions. 

 The volume of vessels transmitting AIS messages in the satellite footprint 

 Weather affecting RF signal propagation 

 The siting of the AIS transmitter / local geography. 

 A satellite’s pass geometry with respect to the local position of the AIS transmitter in the 
satellite ground swath (i.e. at the edge of a satellite pass, directly underneath, etc.). 

Although exactEarth employs the most advanced signal de-collision technology and, for ABSEA 
devices, uses signal processing techniques to ‘boost’ the chances of transmission detection, it is 
not possible to guarantee that exactEarth satellites will receive every message transmitted by a 
transponder. 

To offset this, ABSEA has a built-in track history function, where with every satellite message 

                                                      
5
 This is in contrast to standard Class B transceivers that can have a range of ~30 nautical miles, but to support this 

require on-board power and separate antenna/GPS installations. With the Identifier, the battery, antenna and GPS 
are all contained within the one unit. 
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transmitted by an Identifier, the last 2.5 hours of position reports in 30 minute intervals, starting 
on the half-hour, is included. This means that when decoded by exactEarth’s data processing 
centre, a single ABSEA Message 8 transmission received by the satellite will be decomposed into 
six individual Message 18 reports, e.g.: 

 Latest position at T0 (assume in this example transmitted on the half-hour) 

 Historical Position at T0-0.5 

 Historical Position at T0-1 

 Historical Position at T0-1.5 

 Historical Position at T0-2 

 Historical Position at T0-2.5. 

This provides ‘gap filling’ in situations where satellite detection of a position report transmission 
does not occur. An illustration of this is shown below, where the satellite message was detected 
at 01:20, so the first track history report is at 01:00. 

 

Figure 12: Example ABSEA Track History 

3.5 Setting the Scene – exactAIS Trax and ShipView 

3.5.1 exactAIS Trax 

As illustrated in Figure 8, an ABSEA-enabled Identifier can transmit a standard AIS Message 18 
(position report) on AIS-1/AIS-2 frequencies, which can be detected by any terrestrial AIS base 
station within range or AIS transceivers operating on nearby ships6.  However, an ABSEA-enabled 
Identifier also has the ability to transmit a ‘satellite-friendly’ version of the same message, which 
can be more easily detected in space than a standard Message 18 transmission. To achieve this, 
the Identifier transmits an AIS Message 8 (binary message) on the ASM-1 frequency7, with a 

                                                      
6
 Transmissions of standard Message 18s on AIS-1/AIS-2 frequencies can be detected by exactEarth satellites. 

However, due to conditions described in Section 3.4.4 and the (deliberate) low power output of the Identifier, 
these are normally infrequent – hence the need for ABSEA. 
7
 To ensure AIS continues to fully support its key mandate for safety of navigation, some of the AIS message types 

related to binary messaging have been identified as being suitable to move from AIS 1 and AIS 2 to other VHF 
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specially formulated payload that significantly improves the chances of message detection by 
exactEarth’s orbiting satellites. Once detected, exactEarth’s data processing system decodes the 
Message 8 payload and uses the contents to reconstitute a standard Message 18 (plus the track 
history as described above). 

So from a user’s point of view, whether the message transmitted by an Identifier is detected by 
terrestrial AIS or by satellite AIS, they will always receive a position report in the form of a 
standard AIS Message 18. This is important because it means eE can provide ABSEA/small vessel 
tracking data in a format that will always be compatible with any maritime domain awareness / 
vessel tracking systems that ingest AIS data. It also means that any Identifier standard Message 
18 transmissions picked up by coastal AIS can enter those networks as standard AIS data. 

The name of the data service that supplies ABSEA Message 18 data to a customer is ‘exactAIS 
Trax’. For customers who need to integrate the data into their own systems, exactAIS Trax can be 
supplied in the form of a live NMEA-format data stream, or supplied via machine-to-machine 
(M2M) retrieval from exactEarth web services. Alternatively, it can be interactively viewed via 
exactEarth’s ‘ShipView’ service (described below). 

3.5.2 ShipView and exactAIS Trax 

ShipView is exactEarth’s AIS data visualisation tool that operates within any standard web 
browser. It can be used to view and interact with exactEarth’s live and historical AIS data (up to 
90 days for the latter). It uses the concept of ‘data layers’ that can be turned on and off, 
depending on the viewing requirements of the user. Layers can be associated with user-defined 
filters, which for example, can include viewing ABSEA data only from exactAIS Trax, sub-filtered 
on particular vessel ‘Maritime Mobile Service Identity’ (MMSI) numbers. This is illustrated in 
Figure 13 below, where a series of layers have been created that correspond to various 
geographical areas and MMSIs with them. The coloured triangles overlaid on the map indicate 
the latest position in the last 24 hours for those vessels meeting the various filter/layer criteria 
set up under the layers on the left of the screen-shot – each of these layers is related to exactAIS 
Trax data only. Clicking on a vessel triangle will display latest position information, as well as any 
other associated metadata. 

  

Figure 13: Screen Shot of ShipView Session with a Subset of Trial Boats 

                                                                                                                                                                            

channel(s). To this end, at the International Telecommunication Union (ITU) World Radio Conference 2015 (WRC-
15) two new Application Specific Message (ASM) channels (ASM-1 and ASM-2) were identified.  These ASM 
channels are part of the VHF Data Exchange System (VDES), detailed in ITU-R M.2092-0 (2015). 
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Not only does ShipView allow viewing of latest vessel position data; it also supports the viewing 
of historical data in the form of tracks – as previously illustrated in Figure 12. 
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4 The OASIS Project 

4.1 Objectives 

Based on the previous synopsis of the problem space and the potential role of ABSEA to help 
alleviate this, the following are the objectives of the OASIS project: 

 To work with SAMSA to equip 50 small commercial work boats and small fishing vessels 
with ABSEA Identifier AIS transponders. 

 To provide SAMSA with a monitoring tool/data feed service (i.e. exactEarth’s “ShipView” 
and exactAIS Trax products) so they can interactively view/monitor their ABSEA-
equipped small vessels and other shipping (through eEE’s general AIS data services) in 
near-real time in South Africa’s maritime areas. 

 To provide to SAMSA a quantitative analysis of the trials service and projections on how 
this will improve as exactEarth’s ‘exactView RT powered by Harris’ (i.e. exactEarth’s 
‘generation-2’ system) comes on-line. 

 To work with SAMSA on how, post-project, the technologies trialled could be widened to 
provide an operational service in South Africa. 

The trial of the 50 Identifiers took place at various locations (see below) from the period 
December, 2015 through to April, 2016, with some initial experiments taking place in July, 2015. 

4.2 The Team 

4.2.1 SAMSA 

The OASIS project’s in-country end user partner is the South African Maritime 
Safety Authority (SAMSA – samsa.org.za). Accountable to the Minister of 
Transport, SAMSA was established on 1 April 1998 in terms of the South African 
Maritime Safety Authority Act 5 of 1998. Its vision is “The Authority championing 
South Africa's global maritime ambitions” and its mission is “to promote South 
Africa's maritime interests and development and position the country as an 
international Maritime Centre while ensuring maritime safety, health and 
environmental protection”.  

4.2.2 eEE 

exactEarth Europe Limited (eEE) is a wholly owned subsidiary of 
exactEarth Ltd (eE), a Canadian registered company 
(www.exactearth.com).  

eEE, with its parent company eE, is a satellite AIS data services company, providing the most 
advanced information on global maritime traffic available today and delivering an unrivalled view 
of the maritime picture at a global scale. Offering fully secure data in a variety of industry 
standard formats and delivery methods, eEE’s data provides real value for a wide range of 
operational maritime applications delivering operational efficiencies, enhancing security, 
safeguarding the environment, and assisting in saving lives. 

4.2.3 MDSOL 

Marine Data Solutions (Pty) Ltd (MDSOL – www.marinedata.co.za) is 
a South African SME owned by the company staff and Kongsberg 
Norcontrol. The head office is based in Cape Town with regional 
presences in Durban and Port Elizabeth. 

http://samsa.org.za/
http://www.exactearth.com/
http://www.marinedata.co.za/
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Their operational capabilities include the provision, operation and support of African Vessel 
Traffic Management and Information Systems; Automatic Identification Systems and Networks; 
Coastal Surveillance Systems; Port Management and Information Systems; Aids To Navigation 
Solutions and Precision Navigation Systems, etc.. 

4.2.4 SRT 

SRT Marine Technology Limited (SRT - www.srt-marine.com) is a UK 
SME that has over 25 years’ experience of delivering unique, robust and 
innovative technology based product solutions and are globally 
recognised as a leader in the field of wireless communications 
technologies. In particular they develop advanced AIS product and display technologies and 
provide derivative module and OEM product solutions customised to customer and market 
requirements. 

4.3 exactEarth Satellite AIS Coverage in South Africa 

4.3.1 Overview 

Chapter 3 of this report has described exactEarth’s current and future satellite constellations. As 
the OASIS trials have taken place in December 2015 through to April 2016, the ABSEA data 
collected from trial boats has been via exactEarth’s ‘generation-one’ system.  

Specifically, for the Southern Africa region, this has been through five satellites, which are 
currently ‘tuned’ to ASM-1 frequencies – the frequency that ABSEA uses to transmit its Message 
8’s from deployed Identifier units. These satellites are: EV1; EV9; EV11; EV12; and EV13 – a 
pictorial snapshot of their orbits at a particular time in January 2016 is shown in Figure 14. 

 

Figure 14: EV1, EV11, EV12 and EV13 Pass Status 3rd January, 2016 12:38 

Although EV-9, which is in equatorial orbit, does cover latitudes between +/- 310, and as such 
does cover northern coasts of South Africa (e.g. including down to Port Shepstone and 
Clanwilliam as shown in Figure 15), it does not cover the Cape area in which the trials took place. 
However, if ABSEA was to be deployed nation-wide, a significant part of the Eastern and Western 

http://www.srt-marine.com/
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coasts of South Africa will be covered by EV9. 

 

Figure 15: Approximate Extent of EV9 Coverage in South Africa 

4.3.2 Satellite Passes for the OASIS Trials Area 

Via EV1, EV11, EV12 and EV13 that ~20 passes is the combined nominal daily average over the 
Western Cape trials areas (and ~15 over the rest of South Africa). How this will increase as two 
further generation-1 satellites are added later in 2016 and how the exactView RT system will 
provide virtual continuous coverage is discussed in Chapter 5. 

4.4 Coastal AIS Coverage in South Africa 

4.4.1 Transnet National Ports Authority 

AIS data from the Transnet National Ports Authority system is provided to SAMSA as an 
operational live data feed. However, although the above provides excellent terrestrial AIS 
coverage along the 2,954 km coastline of South Africa, it is not ubiquitous in every single bay and 
cove.  

As an Identifier will transmit a standard Class B Message 18 when in coastal range, the Transnet 
National Ports Authority system has full access to all Identifier transmissions. With respect to the 
project, SAMSA and MDSol had access to Transnet National Ports Authority coastal AIS reports as 
part of their data visualisation and analysis – in addition to the satellite data provided by eE. 

4.4.2 VesselTracker 

Although eE does not have access to the Transnet National Ports Authority AIS data, it does have 
access to terrestrial AIS data from VesselTracker’s South African (private) coastal network of AIS 
base stations. These are located in: Cape Town | Durban | East-London | Hout Bay Harbour | 
Mossel Bay | Ngqura | Port Elizabeth | Richards Bay | Saint Helena Bay | Saldanha. 

This provides ‘patches’ of terrestrial AIS coverage around the main ports – as shown in Figure 16. 
The data is sub-sampled for vessels’ equipped with an Identifier to an hourly position report. 
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Figure 16: VT Terrestrial Coverage in South Africa (VT transmissions in 24 hour period)  

4.5 Trials Plan 

4.5.1 MMSI Allocation 

Through SAMSA, the ‘Independent Communications Authority of South Africa’ (ICASA - 
www.icasa.org.za) allocated fifty unique ‘Maritime Mobile Service Identity’ (MMSI) numbers for 
use on the project – one per Identifier under trial. Each project MMSI starts with ‘970’, which has 
the internationally recognised meaning of an ‘AIS - Search and Rescue Transmitter’  [R1]. 

4.5.2 Trials Areas 

Trials have been taking place at ten locations in the Western Cape – as illustrated in Figure 17. 

 

Figure 17: OASIS Trials Locations 

http://www.icasa.org.za/
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4.5.3 Identifier Configuration 

Using SRT’s ‘quickAIS’ configuration tools prior to allocation/deployment, all Identifiers were 
configured with their unique MMSI number. In addition all were configured without a geo-fence, 
so that each unit would transmit satellite AIS messages as well as terrestrial ones. The nominal 
transmissions rates configured for the units are: 

 ABSEA satellite transmission every two minutes 

 Terrestrial Message 18 transmission every five minutes. 

However, with ABSEA enabled, the terrestrial Message 18 reports are ‘pulled in’ to the nearest 
ABSEA transmit cycle in order to reduce the number of wake cycles. This means the effective 
terrestrial reporting interval will be 4 minutes on average.  

The SOS message text was left as the default, which is “MAYDAY, MAYDAY”. Note that this could 
be changed in any operational deployment. 

4.5.4 Trials Boats 

As shown below, the emphasis requested by SAMSA for the trials was fishing boats. A broad 
range of these have been involved in the trials, plus one work boat: 

Type Illustration Description 

> 8 Metre Fishing Boat 

 

 In-Board Engine 

 Line Fish 

 Operating out into EEZ for 
several days at a time 

 Powered Identifier; attached 
to mast / superstructure 

 Typically operating out of 
Mossel Bay 

8 Metre Chukkie 
Fishing Boat 

 

 In-Board Engine 

 Line Fish 

 Nominally night operating 

 Nominal 15 mile license 

 Battery Identifier; attached 
on pole at aft of boat 

 Typically operating out of 
Arniston 

5 Metre Ski Fishing 
Boat 

 

 Out-Board Engine 

 Snoek and Cray Fish 

 Nominally day operating 

 Nominal 5 mile license 

 Battery Identifier; attached 
to superstructure 

 Typically operating out of 
Mossel Bay 
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5 Metre Fishing Boat 

 

 Out-Board Engine 

 Snook and Cray Fish 

 Nominally day operating 

 Nominal 5 mile license 

 Battery Identifier; attached 
to superstructure 

 Typically operating out of 
Paternoster 

3 Metre Fishing Boat 

 

 Out-Board Engine 

 Snoek and Cray Fish 

 Day operations  

 Nominal 1 mile license 

 Battery Identifier; attached 
to pole 

 Typically operating out of 
Elands Bay 

Work Boat 

 

 Robben Island Ferry 

 Day Operations; several trips 
a day 

 Battery Identifier; attached 
to superstructure by clamp 

 Operating out of Cape Town 
Waterfront 

Table 1: OASIS Trial Boat Types 

4.5.5  ‘Heartbeat’ Control Sites 

In discussion with SAMSA and the fishing communities, it was decided it was not practical to 
request the fishermen to keep a detailed usage log of their allocated Identifiers (English not their 
native language, busy lives, etc.). Instead it was agreed that we would deploy a number of 
Identifiers as control sites or ‘heartbeats’. These are deployments which, via the power box 
option, are on permanently 24/7, seven days a week and require no manual interaction once 
setup. Having these in addition to the mobile units deployed on fishing boats allows us to 
undertake an even more thorough quantitative analysis of service performance (see Chapter 5). 

As described in the table below, three ‘heartbeats’ have been commissioned and are active. 

Name Location Site Description 

Cape Town 

(MDSol 
Offices) 

  

MMSI: 970010000 

Start Date: 09/10/15 
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Saldanha 

(Lighthouse) 

 

Not available at time of 
writing 

MMSI: 970010041 

Start Date: 18/03/16 

Arniston 

(DAFF 
Control 
Office) 

  

MMSI: 970010049 

Start Date: 20/02/16 

   Table 2: OASIS ‘Heartbeat’ Installations 

4.5.6 exactAIS Trax 

For the project duration and beyond, SAMSA and MDSol have been supplied with an exactAIS 
Trax NMEA data stream containing all ABSEA data from the trial boats. As well as being supplied 
with ShipView accounts for visualisation of this data, the provision of a data stream has also 
allowed SAMSA to view the trials data in their in-house CMR Viewer – their operational maritime 
domain awareness (MDA) tool. 

In addition, to provide context to the ABSEA data, SAMSA has been provided with exactEarth’s 
full satellite and terrestrial AIS coverage, exactAIS, for the South African mainland EEZ. 

 

Figure 18: exactEarth Latest Vessel Information for the South African EEZ 

4.5.7 Trials Performance Analyses 

The focus of the trials is very much on the satellite aspects of the ABSEA service. That said 
SAMSA receives, through their own existing AIS systems, standard coastal AIS reports from the 
Identifiers and those heartbeat control sites within range of a coastal base station. 
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As well as direct feedback from fishermen and SAMSA in terms of verbal evaluation sessions, a 
number of quantitative analyses have also been undertaken as part of the trials work plan: 

 Number of Position Reports a Day / 24 Hour Profile of Position Reporting8: 

- The purpose of the control ‘heartbeat’ installations is to provide ‘always on’ 
transponders that allow us to calculate specific statistics on the number of 
satellite reports received a day and the profile within a day at which reports are 
received.  

 Position Report Latency: 

- eE in Canada routinely produce daily summaries for specific ABSEA MMSI 
numbers in terms of latency. 

 Average Number of Position Reports per Hour: 

- Using the data transmitted by the trial boats when out at sea, it is possible to 
calculate how many position reports were received by eE satellites during a 
transmission period and average this to an hourly estimate. 

The results from all of these analyses are given in Chapter 5. 

 

  

                                                      
8
 It is easier to calculate these statistics when it is known that the transponder is on and will remain on - compared 

to when a transponder is being used in the field on boats, where a number of highly variable factors come into play, 
e.g. each boat is very different in terms of its duration of use, when did the fishermen actually switch the unit on 
and when the unit was switched off, and how full the battery was before transmission started. 
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5 Project Results 

5.1 Introduction 

As stated in Chapter 4, it is important to note that the emphasis on the service analyses has been 
on the satellite component of the ABSEA service. As such the statistics reported below (e.g. 
position reports per hour) nominally refer to satellite position reports only. However, coastal AIS 
data has also been generated and this is discussed in a separate sub-section below. 

The emphasis on analysing the satellite component of ABSEA is due to the fact that we view this 
aspect as a key differentiator of the service as it offers AIS-based tracking of vessels anywhere, 
not just when within range of a coastal AIS base station. This is important because: 

 Whilst national terrestrial AIS coverage in South Africa is good, it is not ubiquitous and 
there are gaps and/or local geographies that do not support reliable terrestrial AIS 
reception in all areas of the national coastline. 

 Fishing boats go where the fish go and although there may be nominal licensing 
restrictions defining limits of boat operation (e.g. 1 mile out, 5 miles out, 15 miles out, 
etc.), fishermen do not always stick to these as the fish certainly do not.  

 In an incident at sea, a boat can end up where not expected, e.g. even if a boat is 
nominally operating within its coastal area, if something goes wrong it can drift a long 
way out in a very short space of time. 

5.2 Technical KPIs 

 ‘Key Performance Indicators’ (KPIs) were established at the start of the project; these are 
reported on below, along with a number of other service aspects monitored during the trials. 

5.2.1 Trials 

KPI: Successful installation of ABSEA Identifiers on fifty trial boats, with subsequent trials fully 
underway by the end of December 2015. 

Fifty Identifiers were procured, configured and allocated to individual boats / control sites. This 
included handing over the units by SAMSA staff to the boat operators at the trials sites. 
Installation was done by the boat operator themselves, with assistance from SAMSA where 
required. 

5.2.2 Satellite Daily Position Report Count 

KPI: Successful monitoring of trial boats, where we capture ‘x’ individual position reports per 
trials boat per day.  If x >=30, the system performance is exceptional, when x is between 30 
and 20 it is very good, when x is between 20 and 10 it is good, when x is between 5 and 10 it is 
average and where x < 5 it is poor. 

This KPI has been measured using the ‘heartbeat’ control sites established on the project. The 
performance of the two main sites is summarised in the table below. 

Control Site Total # of 
Position 
Reports 

Received 

# Daily 
Position 
Reports - 

Mean 

# Daily 
Position 
Reports - 

Maximum 

# Daily 
Position 
Reports - 
Minimum 

‘x’ Scores Mean # 
of 

Position 
Reports 
/ Hour 

Cape Town 7,530 43 108 11 >=30 78% 1.8 
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(operating 
since 

10/10/15) 

 >=20 20% 

>=10 2% 

>=5 0% 

<5 0% 

Arniston 

(operating 
since 

20/02/16) 

1,699 33 61 10 >=30 63% 

>=20 27% 

>=10 10% 

>=5 0% 

<5 0% 

1.4 

Table 3: Daily Satellite Position Report Statistics from Main Control Units 

The statistics from the control units are extremely encouraging, with the overall average across 
all the control sites of 32 position reports per Identifier per 24 hours – a classification of 
‘exceptional’ via the KPI definition. In turn this equates to an average of 1.4 position reports per 
hour across all sites, which again is also very encouraging – as it means that SAMSA can expect to 
receive at least one position report per hour from any boat equipped with an ABSEA Identifier. 
This will improve as more space assets are brought on line – both with respect to generation-1 
and certainly exactView RT (discussed further later in Chapter 5). 

5.2.3 Satellite Position Report Latency 

KPI: The average latency of an ABSEA-encoded message is 90 minutes in every 24 hour period. 

As illustrated below by the blue arrows, latency is defined in this context as the time it takes for a 
message transmitted by an ABSEA Identifier to pass through exactEarth’s satellite and ground 
systems and be made available to SAMSA. 

 

Figure 19: ABSEA / Satellite-AIS Latency 

Using statistics computed by exactEarth’s data processing centre from February 2016 through to 
March 2016, based on all OASIS transmissions in that period, the daily latency for the primary 
Message 18’s9 transmitted by Identifiers in the trial is 35 minutes (median value) and 44 minutes 
(mean value). This is well within in the latency KPI set at the start of the project (90 minutes 
within a 24 hour period). How this will reduce over the next two years is discussed below. 

                                                      
9
 i.e. the leading position report contained within the ABSEA Message 8, but not including the position reports 

included as track history – these will obviously have lengthier latencies. 
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5.2.4 Battery Life 

KPI: The average battery life of an Identifier before requiring a full charge will be at least 2.5 
days when operating in dual ABSEA/terrestrial mode. 

The original specification for battery life of an Identifier is as follows: 

 With ABSEA disabled altogether the Identifier meets the original 5+ day’s operation 
(typically 6.5 days). 

 With ABSEA enabled and no ABSEA geo-fence configured, ABSEA transmission will occur 
all the time reducing battery life to 2 to 3 days.  

 With ABSEA enabled and an ABSEA geo-fence configured:  

- the battery life is 2 to 3 days when outside the boundary (where ABSEA is 
enabled)  

- the battery life is 4 days when inside the boundary (where ABSEA transmissions 
are disabled, but some related data collection still occurs).  

 It therefore follows that the battery life will be somewhere between 2 and 4 days if the 
vessel spends some time inside and outside the boundary area. 

As reported in Chapter 4, the trials have deliberately used Identifiers with no geo-
fence/boundary configured so that all Identifiers are always in ABSEA mode. As such we were 
always aware that the battery life would be affected. This has been confirmed in feedback from 
the fishermen at Arniston, who have confirmed that the battery was lasting roughly two days 
before needing a charge, i.e. broadly within expectation. This was not seen as an issue as the 
majority of fishing boats such as those in use at Arniston, Paternoster and Elands Bay do not go 
out to sea for longer than two days (and often a day or less). However, in any operational 
deployment it is likely that a geo-fence could be employed in those areas where coastal AIS 
coverage is assured. This will therefore be reflected in the battery life being perhaps more like 
three to four days.  

5.3 Other Non-KPI Quantitative Analyses 

5.3.1 Daily Satellite Position Report Temporal Profiles 

As well as analysing the number of position reports received from an Identifier, eEE has also 
analysed the 24 hour temporal profile of received reports (including track history reports). The 
results of these analyses for the Cape Town heartbeat control is are given in the graph below. 

 

Figure 20: Temporal Profile of Cape Town Heartbeat Satellite Position Reports 
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As can be seen from the graph, the distribution of position reports across a 24 hour period is 
reasonably good, with two notable times during the day where eE’s current ABSEA satellite 
configuration does not support position report detection/reception – these are 03:00/04:00 in 
the morning and 16:00 in the afternoon. As discussed further below, this is a temporary issue – 
the new generatiuon-1 satellite assets will improve on this, and certainly when a significant part 
of the exactView RT system is available we would expect ubiquitous distribution throughout any 
24 hour period.  

5.3.2 Individual Boat Satellite Detection Rates 

One of the main quantitative service assessments on the project has been to monitor how often 
a trials boat was seen in an hour of operation and log these data. From all the logs, we have 
produced some overall summaries for each trials area and an overall average for numbers of 
position reports received in an hour of operation (= the number of position reports received in a 
period / the period (duration) in hours the reports were being transmitted). The results from this 
analysis are presented in Table 4. 

Area # of Identifiers 
Allocated 

# of Identifiers 
Used 

Total # of 
Journeys / 

‘Switch-Ons’10 

Mean # of 
Position 

Reports / Hour 

Mossel Bay 4 3 43 1.5 

Witsand / 
Stilbaai 

3 2 12 2.4 

Arniston 9 8 113 2.2 

Paternoster 10 1 15 2.2 

Elands Bay 20 11 41 2.5 

Cape Town 1 1 15 3.9 

Table 4: Average Hourly Satellite Reporting from Trials Boats 

In summary, as with the conclusion from the control units in Section 5.1.2, an average of 
approaching 2.5 satellite reports an hour would seem a positive conclusion with respect to the 
current number of space assets being utilised in the trials – given that this number will increase 
as we add in new generation-1 assets and increase dramatically as exactView RT satellites are 
deployed (starting later in 2016). 

The higher hourly satellite position report average when calculated from the boats versus that 
calculated from the fixed control units can perhaps be explained by the error in estimating the 
start/stop transmission times of the boats, particularly when boats are making short journeys. 
Boats taking longer journeys, such as those operating from Mossel Bay and Arniston have an 
hourly average less than 2 and more in line with the control units. Either way, it can be 
concluded that with the current satellite configuration, eE can expect to receive around two 
position reports an hour from an Identifier on a boat. 

A further output of the above analysis is that, using ShipView, we have captured a graphic for 
each journey showing the voyage taken. This has not been used for any specific analysis, but acts 
as a resource to back-up the statistics captured in the Excel spreadsheet. Two examples of these 
captured graphics, one from an Arniston boat and one from a boat out of Mossel Bay, are shown 

                                                      
10

 ‘Switch-Ons’ refers to when a boat is transmitting, but has not left port, e.g. some of the bigger fishing vessels in 
Mossel Bay that have powered Identifiers leave the unit transmitting even though the boat is in dock. 
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below. 

  

Figure 21: Example Voyage Graphics 

5.3.3 Terrestrial AIS Performance 

As described in earlier Chapters, as well as transmitting a special ABSEA satellite AIS message, 
which is then processed into standard AIS Message 18 position reports, an ABSEA Identifier also 
transmits a standard Message 18 position report for direct reception by other ships and coastal 
terrestrial AIS base stations. This has been the case with the trials, where Identifier terrestrial 
reports have been received by Transnet National Ports Authority and delivered to SAMSA 
through their existing AIS data feeds. 

The diagram, provided by MDSol, below provides a summary of the areas in which coastal AIS 
transmissions were received.  

 

Figure 22: Areas of Terrestrial AIS Detection During OASIS Trials 
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From these we can conclude there is good coastal AIS coverage in most of the trial areas. 
However, the density of satellite receptions is higher in some areas, coastal AIS detection in 
Elands Bay is low and there was no coastal detection in Witsand. 

Overall these results show the applicability of satellite AIS reception when boats equipped with 
Identifiers are operating beyond the 12 mile limit. In addition, even when there is a good coastal 
AIS network in place, there will be local geographies that are not covered, making satellite 
tracking important for small boats even when they are operating in-shore. 

5.4 Installation 

One of SAMSA’s prerequisites for any small vessel tracking / location system is the ease of 
installation / no requirement for significant physical infrastructure on a boat. This has certainly 
been the case with the trials, where, as illustrated below, Identifiers have successfully mounted 
on a range of physical boat types / installation points. 

 

Figure 23: Range of OASIS Identifier Installation Configurations 

5.5 Looking to the Future 

As discussed earlier in this report, the OASIS project is a trial assessment and as such is based on 
a limited number of eE’s satellite assets. However, imminent additions to eE’s generation-1 
system and the start of the deployment of its exactView RT system will improve all aspects of the 
current ABSEA performance where related to revisit times, detection rates, temporal profile, 
etc.. These expected improvements are discussed in the following sections. 

5.5.1 Revisit Times - Generation-1 System 

When our additional generation-1 assets, EV7 and EV8, are operational, ~25 passes a day over 
most of South Africa can be expected, and ~30 over the Western Cape. EV7 is due to be launched 
in late May, 2016 and EV8 later in the year. 

Furthermore, because EV8 will be in a dawn-dusk orbit (unlike eE’s other generation-1 assets), it 
will help fill in the ‘gaps’ in the temporal profiles presented in Section 5.2. eE estimate that on 
average EV8 will provide a further 2 passes per day between 2:00 – 5:30 am. This combined with 
the track history functionality should provide more position reports for the early hours of the 
morning. 

In addition, including our additional generation-1 asset, EV9, which is operational, we can expect 
a total across all assets of ~35 passes a day over Northern coasts of South Africa11 if ABSEA was 
deployed nation-wide. 

                                                      
11

 Error! Reference source not found. shows the nominal boundary of EV9’s coverage to 19
0
North and South. 

owever, EV9 fluctuates between 6
0
 North and 6

0 
South every orbit.  This movement, combined with its satellite 
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That number of passes should dramatically increase the number of position reports and their 
temporal profile. 

5.5.2 Revisit Times – exactView RT System 

eE’s exactEarth RT satellite constellation, exactView Real-Time, will start being launched later 
this year. 

 

Figure 24: exactView RT System 

It will have the following characteristics: 

 60 satellites operating in 7 orbital planes 

 Global average gap between observations is < 10 Seconds; 12.5 minute maximum 
observation gap occurring only 0.6% of the time 

 Omni and co-linear antennas on each satellite for improved detection in high density 
environments 

 Real-time detection and reporting to ground (via Iridium cross link12) 

 98% of the globe under consistent coverage 

 ≤70 ms latency from satellite detection to processed on ground 

 Collects transmissions across the entire marine VHF band (including AIS, ASM, and VDE). 

With respect to South Africa, the following graph shows that there should be almost continuous 
coverage. 

                                                                                                                                                                            

footprint diameter of 5,530km, will extend its detection as far North and South as 31
0
.  

12
 i.e. satellite-to-satellite data transmission through the constellation and therefore not requiring for the receiving 

satellite to be over a ground station to downlink its data. 
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Figure 25: exactView RT System Satellite Coverage by Latitude 

The constellation will be launched in ‘batches’ of satellites as illustrated below.  

 

Figure 26: exactView RT System Launch Schedule 

Even with a small fraction of these operational, when combined with eE’s generation-1 system, 
we can expect significant step changes in revisit times, detection rates, number of position 
reports and temporal profiles. 
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6 Conclusions 

All parties have concluded that the project has been a success as it has met its objectives and 
demonstrated the usefulness / applicability of the ABSEA service for small boat tracking in South 
Africa.  

The calculation from the quantitative analysis of the position report data collected in the trials of 
an average of two satellite-based position (including track history) reports an hour per boat is 
viewed acceptable as an initial operational starting point13. With the launch of two more 
‘generation-1’ satellites later this year, and the use of eE’s EV9 satellite for northern coasts of 
South Africa, this reporting rate will subsequently increase. The new launches will also support a 
more even temporal distribution of position reporting throughout a typical 24 hour period. 

Access to the data has also been shown to be reasonably rapid with latencies calculated for 
primary position reports to be in the region of ~30 minutes. 

Satellite-based position reporting is also strongly reinforced by terrestrial AIS (position reporting 
every four/five minutes if a boat is within range of a base station) as South Africa has a 
sophisticated and widespread coastal AIS network. However, the trials have shown that there 
are some areas of the South African coast where there is no coastal-AIS detection and therefore 
the use of satellite AIS can ‘fill in’ those gaps with respect to in-shore small boat users as well as 
boats that operate further out from the coast. 

In fact the benefit of satellite AIS ‘working anywhere’ is a key aspect of the service as fishing 
boats can go ‘where the fish go’ and although there may be nominal licensing restrictions 
defining limits of boat operation (e.g. 1 mile out, 5 miles out, 15 miles out, etc.), fishermen do 
not always stick to these as the fish certainly do not. Additionally, when there is an incident at 
sea, a small boat can end up where not expected, e.g. even if a boat is nominally operating 
within its coastal area, if something goes wrong it can drift a long way out in a very short space 
of time. 

Finally, although an operational service can be implemented now with eE’s existing ‘generation-
1’ satellite constellation, the service performance will also improve dramatically with the launch 
of eE’s ‘exactView RT’ satellites throughout 2017. This will see improved detection rates, satellite 
revisit times in the order of a minute anywhere in South African waters (coastal, territorial, EEZ 
and SAR) and data access latencies also around one minute. No changes are required to the 
ABSEA Identifier technology to make use of these second generation satellites, i.e. a deployment 
of ABSEA under eE’s generation-1 satellites will seamlessly transition into a exactView RT-based 
service.  

Against the above summary, reviewing SAMSA’s requirements for a small boat tracking system, 
we can conclude that the demonstrated ABSEA service: 

 is simple to install and operate 

 can operate seamlessly in any part of its waters - coastal or ocean 

 can provide tracking data that be easily integrated into SAMSA’s existing monitoring 
systems. 
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 This is partly on the basis of ‘something is better than nothing’ – the latter being the current situation for SAMSA 
and many small boat operators in South Africa. 
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Annex A: Acronyms and Abbreviations 
 

ABSEA Advanced Class B Satellite Enabled AIS 

AIS Automatic Identification System 

ASM Application Specific Messaging 

DAFF Department of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries 

eE exactEarth 

eEE exactEarth Europe 

EEZ Exclusive Economic Zone 

GPS Global Positioning System 

ICASA Independent Communications Authority of South Africa 

KPI Key Performance Indicator 

MDSOL Marine Data Solutions 

MMSI Maritime Mobile Service Identity 

OASIS sOuth Africa Safety Initiative for Small vessels 

RT Real-Time 

SADC Southern African Development Community 

SAMSA South African Maritime Safety Authority  

UKSA United Kingdom Space Agency 

VHF Very High Frequency 
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Annex B: SRT’s AIS Identifier Transponder 
Please see attached PDF. 

 

 

 


